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Lot 23 J. ANGELI & CO. SAN FRANCISCO 7 ¾” with single applied 
top. Ex- Homer, Van Brocklin collections. 1868-72. One of the 
earliest of the western flasks, it is believed there are only around eight 
or so of these known. This is a super example in a medium deep 
amber. Made just a couple years after the highly sought after 
horizontal Wormser Bros. Flask, we can’t over emphasize the rarity 
and desirability of this beauty. This example has been cleaned and 
besides just a hint of random wear, is About Mint. This is the second 
example we’ve sold of this flask and might be the last. Here’s your 
chance to own the very best in western glass. Est. $8000-12000. MB 
$7000. 

Lot 24 SILVER GATE SODA WORKS SCHNEPP BROS. 8” Crown 
top. A rare soda, this one has a ¼” pressure type ding in the top. Has 
overall wear and grades average. Est. $30-50. MB $20. 

Lot 25 WIELANDS BOTTLING WORKS RENO NEV. 7 7/8”. Crown 
top. A scarce Nevada bottle, this one is About Mint. Est. $30-60. MB 
$20. 

Lot 26 EUREKA SODA WORKS 723 TURK ST S.F. HUTCH with 
applied top. 6 7/8” As you know, hutches are hard to find with applied 
tops. This is a scarce one with lots of color in the aqua. Has a few 
scratches but generally About Mint. Est. $50-100. MB $40. 
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Lot 27 E.L. BILLINGS SACRAMENTO CAL gravitator style soda. 7 
1/8”. Applied top. Applied top. A well known hutch, this is a nice 
darker green aqua than most. Has some crudity and grades About 
Mint. Est. $40-80. MB $40. 

Lot 28 H&M EUREKA CAL HUTCH 7” with tooled top. An early 80’s 
hutch with the later style top. Listed as extremely rare, here’s a good 
one in About Mint condition. Est. $100-200. MB $50. 

Lot 29 ARCATA SODA WORKS B.P. 6 ¾” A tooled top example 
listed as rare. First one we’ve sold. This one has some nice bubbles 
and overall crudity. A rare hutch and About Mint. Est. $50-100. MB 
$450. 

Lot 30 E. POSTENS & CO. PROVIDENCE R.I.  7 ¼” Gravitator style 
soda. A rare example from the tiny state of Rhode Island. For those of 
you who are looking to complete that collection of sodas from every 
state, here’s your chance to include R.I.. First one we’ve sold or seen. 
Grades About Mint. Est. $100-200. MB $50. 
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Lot 31 OWEN CASEY EAGLE SODA WORKS SAC CITY 7 1/8” The 
first in a series of Owen Casey’s, this example is a sapphire aqua 
color. Appears to have been cleaned, it grades About Mint. Est. $50-
100. MB $40. 

Lot 32 OWEN CASEY EAGLE SODA WORKS SAC CITY 7 ¼” Here’s 
a beautiful example in a light to medium sapphire blue. Has a light 
green streak running through it, a ton of whittle and is overall almost 
unimprovable. Super example. Grades About Mint with just a hint of 
wear. Est. $100-150. MB $60. 

Lot 33 OWEN CASEY EAGLE SODA WORKS SAC CITY 7 ¼” 
Another example, this one is bluish peacock color. Probably cleaned, 
it has some nice whittle and is overall About Mint. Est. $70-120. MB 
$50. 

Lot 34 OWEN CASEY EAGLE SODA WORKS SAC CITY 7” A 
brilliant light to medium blue example, this has lots of whittle and 
vibrant color. Probably cleaned. About Mint. Est. $50-100. MB $50. 
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Lot 35 OWEN CASEY EAGLE SODA WORKS SAC CITY 7 ¼” A 
deeper blue than the previous lot, here’s a solid example with a deep 
blue streak running through the back and a big fat top. About Mint. 
Est. $50-120. MB $50. 

Lot 36 OWEN CASEY EAGLE SODA WORKS SAC CITY 7” Last but 
not least, here’s the one everyone is looking for. A brilliant green 
coloration, there’s one of these for every hundred of the other colors 
combined. Probably cleaned, this one has some nice overall crudity 
and is About Mint. Est. $100-200. MB $100. 

Lot 37 C&K EAGLE WORKS SAC CITY  7 1/8” A particularly brilliant 
example of this popular Sacramento soda. Has a few scratches and a 
little wear and was probably cleaned. Grades Near Mint. Est. $50-
100. MB $50. 

Lot 38 NAPA SODA PHIL CADUC NATURAL MINERAL WATER. 7” 
A pretty example in a deep blue. A nice example with just a couple 
scratches, grades About Mint. Est. $50-100. MB $40. 
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Lot 39 CLASSEN & CO. SPARKLING with crossed anchors. 7 5/8” A 
light and beautiful sapphire example with lots of whittle and crudity. 
Probably cleaned, these are a terrific soda from San Francisco. About 
Mint. Est. $100-200. MB $100. 

Lot 40 TAYLOR & CO SODA WATERS SAN FRANCISCO EUREKA 
with pontil. 63/4” Probably lightly cleaned, a good example with some 
light scratches. These are never perfect and this comes pretty close to 
as good your going to get. Good whittle and usual crudity, Near Mint. 
Est. $200-300. MB $200. 

Lot 41 WILLIAMS & SEVERANCE SAN FRANCISCO CAL  with 
pontil. 7 ¼” Here’s one for you condition freaks. It’s not often you see 
a pontiled soda in this condition but here it is. My goodness, it looks 
as if it was found in an attic. Doesn’t appear to be cleaned and if you 
can find a better one, go for it. Top possible specimen with a crude 
top. Can’t call it Mint but it’s close. Est. $300-500. MB $200. 

Lot 42 W.H. BURT SAN FRANCISCO 7 ¼” And another example in 
superb condition, aside from a few scratches, this one has all the 
graphite intact and is immaculate. Can’t call it Mint but it’s as close as 
a pontiled soda can get. A real beauty. Est. $200-300. MB $150. 
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Lot 43 A.W. CUDWORTH & CO SAN FRANCISCO CAL 7 1/8” 
These last three sodas all came from the same collection and they 
must have been found in an attic or put together by a real condition 
freak. This is another uncleaned beauty, grades practically Mint with 
all graphite intact. Est. $150-250. MB $100. 

Lot 44 B& G SAN FRANCISCO SUPERIOR MINERAL WATER 7”. 
Here’s a beauty of a B&G in a medium cobalt blue. Has a nice donut 
style top and is About Mint. Another great condition soda from a high 
end collection. Est. $150-250. MB $100. 

Lot 45 CHASE & CO. MINERAL WATER SAN FRANCISCO CAL. 7 
½”. I know we’re getting redundant here but here’s another gorgeous 
uncleaned sparkler with all the original graphite intact. A few tiny 
scratches but about as good as they come. Practically Mint—not bad 
for a bottle made during the mid 19th century. Est. $150-250. MB 
$100. 

Lot 46 J&A DEARBORN NEW YORK MINERAL WATER  7 ¼” 
Graphite pontil. Eight sided with embossed star. These next three lots 
are from a collection where condition wasn’t just a concern, it was 
EVERYTHING. We obtained these from the person who got them 
from an old time collection—attic finds undoubtedly. This first example 
is simply as good as they come. With the exception of a ¼” scratch on 
the base, this one could just about qualify as Mint. It’s that good. 
There is still some dirt around the star. If you’re looking for the very, 
very best, these next three are it. Est. $250-500. MB $250. 
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Lot 47 CRUMP & FOX BERNARDSTON MASS SUPERIOR SODA 
WATER. 7 1/8” Once again, a crude example with whittle and bubbles 
and…you got it, just about perfect condition. Nice top and overall 
appeal, all graphite intact. Remember, you’re bidding on the best. 
Almost Mint. Est. $250-500. MB $200. A rare soda. 

Lot 48 E.S. & H HART SUPERIOR SODA WATER UNION GLASS 
WORKS 7 ¼” And yet the final offering of these almost attic mint 
sodas. It’s amazing to think that after 150 years, a bottle that should 
have been used at least a hundred times could look like this. Another 
unimprovable beautiful blue example, you are bidding on the very best. 
Est. $250-500. MB $200. 

LOT 49 MISSISQUOI A SPRINGS MINERAL WATER WITH 
EMBOSSED SQUAW AND PAPOOSE  9 ½” 1870-80 Tucker V-17A. 
A scarce yellowish green mineral water, this one appears to have had 
a light cleaning. Aside from just a hint of roughness on the lip and a 
few scratches, grades Near Mint. Very appealing bottle with great 
embossing. One of the better designs of any American bottle. Est. 
$200-400. MB $200. 

Lot 50 CONGRESS SPRINGS CO. SARATOGA, N.Y Tucker C-19. 
Quart 7 ¾” Aside from a scratch or two, this one is nearly Mint. Is 
shiny but doesn’t appear to be cleaned. Has whittle and nice color. 
Est. $40-70. MB $30. 

Lot 51 TORPEDO SODA WATER STAND N.Y.S. CO. PAT APPL’D 
FOR on base. 5” high. These are getting harder to find and this is a 
good one. Believe the NYS stands for New York Silver Company. 
Here’s you chance to stand that bottle up and be counted. Grades 
about perfect. Est. $100-200. MB $50. 
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